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Executive Summary

This report covers the communication and dissemination activities undertaken during the first
half of the project to create awareness about DECODER methodology and tools, and to build
a community  of  early  adopters,  including  business  decision  makers,  developers,  testers,
maintainers,  system administrators,  outsourcers  and  cloud  service  providers.  It  presents
communication material developed for the promotion of DECODER including  project logo,
brochure, posters, logos, presentations, press and media material. Standardization activities
are addressed as well. 

All  partners  in  the  DECODER project  are  involved  in  WP7 activities.  Therefore,  we are
engaging  interactions  with our own  ecosystem,  with  colleagues,  customers,  community
members, professors and students to convince them to discover and use DECODER. 

We are continously send out collateral to promote the DECODER outcomes, both internally
and externally. The key messages included in these collateral can be used by all partners,
such as Capgemini who has already identified two projects where the DECODER results can
be leveraged. 

DECODER will shorten the learning curve of new entrants in software projects. Therefore,
developers,  testers  and  maintainers  will  improve  their  efficiency  and  increase  their
application robustness. 

Such benefits do not appear immediately. They have to be proven and conveyed in multiple
forms including articles, talks, demos, hands-on sessions, tutorials,  videos, and webinars,
using proper communication material distributed at the right place to the right professionals.

Contributing tasks of this WP T7.2, T7.3, T7.4

Related deliverables of this WP D7.1, D7.2

Input from other WP(s) WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5, WP6, WP8

Output to other WP(s) WP6

Keywords

DECODER, dissemination, DevOps, software, development, platform, toolset, open source,
communities,  collateral,  communication,  tutorial,  promotion,  events,  press,  media,  social
media, video, beta-testing campaign, adoption.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 
ASFM Abstract Semi-Formal Model

DoA Description of Action

GSL Graphical Specification Language

IDE Integrated Development Environment

KPI Key Performance Indicator

NLP Natural Language Processing

OSS Open Source Software

PKM Persistent Knowledge Monitor

URL Uniform Resource Locator

WP Work Package
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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This document presents the main communication and dissemination activities carried out
from M01 to M18. Then, it provides a status of the WP7 KPIs at M18, and an outlook for the
second half of the project (M19-M36)

1.2 Overall Organisation of the Document

As depicted in the first section of this report, generating awareness for DECODER among
the DevOps teams is one of the main objectives of the WP7.

Section  2 lists  and  illustrates  the  collaterals  and  the  dissemination  initiatives  that  were
planned  and developed  during the first  half  of  the project,  including  logo,  leaflet, roll-up
totems, presentations, podcasts, press and media material. 

The third section recaps the communication objectives, describes the website main menus
and  contents,  scientific  publications  and  public  events,  industry  meeting,  where  the
consortium offered DECODER presentations. In section 3 we also present our PR activities,
Press articles, podcasts and interviews.  

Several dissemination metrics and KPIs are summarized in section 4. 

Finally,  section  5 provides an outlook to the second half  of the project,  with examples of
communication and dissemination activities already planned. 

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 1
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2. Collateral

The initial production of project’s collateral used both online and printed documents to reveal
the DECODER software architecture with the central persistent knowledge monitor (PKM)
and software tools designed for DevOps team work optimization.

The DECODER partners  were present at a dozen of Research & Academia, Industry and
Open Source targeted events, up to M18. They were able to discuss with several hundreds
of  professionals  using  these collaterals  as  support  to  explain  the project  outcomes  and
benefits. More details about these events are provided in Section 4.

The following table  lists eight collateral shared with the project partners at M18 for internal
and external use. 

Table 1: DECODER collateral produced and shared up to M18

Collateral Description More information

Video teaser
The 15 seconds video teaser presents the
key figures, key dates, and organisations

involved in the DECODER project.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/Video_Teaser 

Slidedeck

The slidedeck, displayed on large TV
screens during public conferences,

summarizes the project outcomes, partners,
and use cases. 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
download/Collateral/

DECODER_Slidedeck/
POSS19_DECODER_Slidedeck.pdf

Leaflet

The three-folded leaflet reveals the
architecture of DECODER, including the

PKM central database, and the main
benefits for DevTestOps.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/DECODER_Leaflet 

Roll-up Totem

The totem provides a visual diagram of the
DECODER collaborative environment, and

lists the main benefits for professional
involved.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/DECODER_Totem 

Factsheet
The factsheet list DECODER key

challenges, objectives and contact
information in an A4 vertical page.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/

Announcement_Newsletter 

Logo
An essential asset to create a visual identity

around the project.
https://www.decoder-project.eu/

view/Collateral/DECODER_Logos 

Colors 
First six colors of the project

Secondary and complementary colors
Color Palette for Open Office.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/wiki/template/colors 

QR Code
A code to scan (tablet, smartphone) in
order to visit the DECODER website.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Collateral/DECODER_Totem 
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To improve its visibility,  the DECODER project has adopted a project logo.This graphical
identity  supports effective communication and recognizable activities. 

Figure 1: DECODER logo

The  DECODER  logo  and  the  project  color  palette  are  used  in  all  the  public  collateral,
including presentations, leaflet, roll-up totem, as well as in the video and online contents. 

Participants and partners in the project can obtain more colour variations and a convenient 
color palette for OpenOffice from the project public website1.

Table 2: DECODER colors

First level colours RGB Hexadecimal

Bright Orange rgb(255, 103, 0); #FF6700

Dark Orange rgb(166, 67, 0); #A94F20

Black rgb(0, 0, 0); #000000

White rgb(255, 255, 255); #FFFFFF

Bright Green rgb(94, 208, 189); #5ED0BD

Dark Green rgb(0, 105, 87); #006957

1 https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/wiki/template/colors 
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Figure 2: DECODER rollup totem

Figure 3: DECODER leaflet
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3. Dissemination and Communication

3.1 Objectives

Implementing appropriate collateral with relevant messages  adapted to target user groups,
such as DevOps teams, allows better dissemination, exploitation, and training activities. This
contributes to create awareness for DECODER, and also to grow its community of users. 

Our  strategy  for  creating  appropriate  messages,  accurate  technical  contents  and
communication material started with a simple questionnaire of five questions to detect the
key selling points in DECODER: 

1. What is the need that DECODER is addressing?

2. How DECODER is addressing it?

3. What makes DECODER unique?

4. What are the key advantages that DECODER has over alternative solutions?

5. What key benefits DECODER brings to the user?

All partners in the project filled this questionnaire. Doing so, they revealed their own point of
view  about DECODER, their role into the project and the innovative technologies they are
bringing to the end-users.  And they became familiar  with the collaborative  infrastructure,
detailed in D7.2, supporting our interactions. 

This helped us identify the DevOps teams as a key target  for DECODER. Moreover,  the
partner’s  answers  allowed us  to  name and to  identify  the  project  results as  a  Software
Project Intelligence Platform, and a Smarter Environment for DevOps Teams. More market
studies and exploitation perspectives will be provided in D7.4 (CAPGEMINI).

To  measure  DECODER’s  communication  and  dissemination  objectives,  several  Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) have been defined and regularly monitored. Detailed metrics
can be found in Section 5 of this report.

3.2 Website 

The DECODER public website2 provides 18 editorial sections, accessible from the main 
menu, using the following choices:

1. Discover > Introduction, Project Overview, Use Cases

2. Follow > Events, Press, Interviews, Community

3. Share > Collateral, Presentations, Publications, Readings, Deliverables

4. About > At a glance, Consortium, Contributors, Code of Conduct, Related Projects, Contacts

2 https://www.decoder-project.eu/  
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New content appear regularly in most of the editorial sections, in particular in the Events, 
Press, Presentations, Interviews, Readings and Deliverables.

Figure 4: DECODER concept webpage 
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Figure 5: DECODER web homepage 
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3.3 Social Networks

The Twitter  @DecoderProject account,  moderated by OW2, sent  142 tweets,  as of  May
2020. It is followed by 82 professionals and follows 114. 

The LinkedIn DECODER group provides 12 discussions at M18 and the Slideshare account
displays 5 DECODER presentations at public events.

More statistics about social networks are provided in Section 4.

  

Figure 6: DECODER Twitter and LinkedIn news feeds 
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3.4 Scientific Publications

DECODER Scientific publications appear in the DECODER public website3 as well as in the 
OpenAire public repository4. 

Until M18, two papers were accepted by the organizers of the 20th International Conference 
on Product-Focused Software Process Improvement PROFES 2019:

1. DECODER - DEveloper COmpanion for Documented and annotatEd code Reference, by 
Victoria Torres, Miriam Gil, Vicente Pelechano (UPV)

2. Software Knowledge Representation to Understand Software Systems, by Victoria Torres, 
Miriam Gil, Vicente Pelechano (UPV)

Further  papers  have  already  been  under  preparation  at  the  date  of  issuance  of  this
document.

Figure 7: DECODER scientific publications 

3.5 Public Events, Conferences and Workshops

During the first half of the project, the DECODER partners participated in 15 industry events 
and open source conferences, scientific conferences and workshops.

More dedicated project workshops will contribute to improve the DevOps visibility while 
providing a greater efficiency along the application lifecycle management to IT and DevOps 
teams participants. 

3 https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Main/Publications  

4 https://explore.openaire.eu/search/project?  
projectId=corda__h2020::fbbb82ac7432507df5b8b8381b18299a 
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Table 3: DECODER public events, scientific conferences and workshops up to M18 

Event / Date Description Presentation, Photos

OW2con’20
17/06/2020

A recorded presentation by Virgile
Prevosto, CEA Researcher and Project
Technical Leader offered at the OW2

annual conference.

 https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/E
vents/OW2con20 

Embedded World
Fair, Nüremberg
25-27/02/2020

DECODER presentation on the Sysgo
booth, at this large exhibition with 
up to 13,800 attendees this year.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/NurembergEmbeddedFair 

Fosdem 2020
Brussels

1-2/02/2020

DECODER Project information and
flyers are provided at the OW2 booth

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Fosdem2020 

Paris Open
Source Summit
10-11/12/2019

DECODER presentation by Virgile
Prevosto (CEA) and OW2 booth with
project totem, slidedeck, and flyers.  

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/POSS2019_Paris 

PROFES 2019,
Barcelona

27-29/11/2019

DECODER overview talk and 
two Scientific papers presented by

Tanja Vos, Victoria Torres et al (UPV)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Profess2019 

SFScon 2019,
Bolzano

15/11/2019

DECODER project presentation by
Cedric Thomas, CEO of OW2

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/SFScon_Bolzano 

Industry Meetings
& Workshops, 

The Netherlands
14-15/11/2019

Four DECODER and TESTAR
presentations and workshops provided

by Tanja Vos (UPV) incl. ING Bank,
Xebia, Min. of Justice, Newspark BV. 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/Gouda_Workshop 

2nd Requirements
Engineering
Symposium,

Hamburg
4/9/2019

 DECODER project presentation by
Cedric Thomas, OW2 CEO, in the
framework of the OpenReq Week.

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/OpenReq_Hamburg 

JISBD
Cáceres, Spain

2-4/9/2019

A TESTAR implementation in Ponsse
CI pipeline, presented by Fernando
Pastor (UPV) at this Conference on

Software Engineering and Databases 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/JISBD2019-Caceres 

A-Test Workshop
Tallin

26-27/8/2019

DECODER Project overview provided
by Tanja Vos (UPV)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/A-TEST-TALLINN 

OW2con’19
Paris

12-13/6/2019

DECODER showcased to 300 OW2
members and partners, including
decision makers, and developrs

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/OW2con19 

Workshop at
TestNet 2019

The Netherlands
15/5/2019

DECODER Project introduced during a
TESTAR Workshop by

Tanja Vos (UPV)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Events/TestNet_Nieuwegein 
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Figure 8: DECODER event webpage 

3.6 Press and Interviews

The  April  2020  issue  of  Programmez!  Magazine,  a  French  IT  publication  dedicated  to
developers, published a four pages article describing the architecture and the open source
software being developed by the DECODER project team. A deep understanding of external
codes will be part of future DevOps best practices, explains this article, while a new way to
manage software dependencies might use the H2020 FASTEN related project.

Two Press Releases were produced, one in English and one in German, then distributed to
journalists, with at least three online publications using them. 
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At M18, the project website presents two audio podcasts with computer science professors
and software experts interviewed on DECODER. Also, six participants involved in the project
detail their own view of the DevOps challenges, and the innovative technologies they bring to
DECODER.

Figure 9: DECODER article published in April 2020 Programmez! 

Table 4: DECODER press at M18 

Support / Date Description More information

Programmez!
April 2020

“Understanding external codes, mastering
dependancies” 

The 4-pages printed article describes
DECODER, FASTEN H2020 projects to
deliver the next DevOps best practices.

- Olivier Bouzereau, OW2

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Press/Programmez2020 

3 French online
Publications
June 2019

“OW2con’19 confirms the industrial maturity of
open source”

-  Web articles posted from the DECODER at
OW2con’19 Press Release

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Interviews/

Marcos_Fernandez_Diaz 

French Press
Release

June 2019

OW2 Introduces DECODER Research Project
at OW2con’19

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Press/OW2con19_PR 

German Press 
Jan. 2019

Technikon German Press Release https://www.decoder-project.eu/
view/Press/

DECODER_H2020_Started
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Table 5: DECODER online publications at M18

Support / Date Description URL

Audio Podcast #2
April 2020

“Another Look at Improving Efficiency, 
Speed and Development Protocols in 
Software Development”
- Victoria Torres, Professor at UPV

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/SecondPodcast 

Interview #6
February 2020

“Machine Learning On Source Code Is 
a Promising Field to Work In”
- Marcos Fernández Díaz, Tree 
Technology Senior Data Scientist

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Marcos_Fernandez_Diaz 

Interview #5
January 2020

“Making DECODER a great project for 
developers in regulated industries”
-  Ingo Speer, SYSGO project engineer

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Ingo_Speer 

Interview #4
November 2019

“Sharing a broad knowledge of an entire
software” 
-  Stefan Ilić, Technikon Researcher

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Stefan_Ilic 

Text and video 
Interview #3
September 2019

“Large software evolution to rely on 
agile and formal methods” 
-  Victoria Torres, Professor at UPV

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Victoria_Torres 

Interview #2
July 2019

“Software knowledge for developers 
and maintainers” 
-  Miguel Jaen, Sr Consultant 
Capgemini 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Miguel_Jaen 

Interview #1
May 2019

“Mastering the code used in a system”
-  Virgile Prevosto Researcher 
at CEA Tech List

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Virgile_Prevosto 

Audio Podcast #1
February 2019

“Improving Efficiency, Speed and 
Development Protocols in Software 
Development”
- Ana Cidad (UPV), Armand Puccetti,  
Virgile Prevosto (CEA)

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/
Interviews/Kick-off_Interview 
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https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/Interviews/SecondPodcast
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Figure 10: DECODER interview webpage
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4. Metrics and KPIs

The  DECODER  WP7  participants  are  using  several  metrics  and  KPIs  to  evaluate  the
project’s overall visibility.

Matomo statistics  reveal a total of  1 106 visits  to the DECODER website, from January 1st

2020 to May 13th  2020. Visitors stay, 4 minutes 10 sec. per visit, in average. 

During the same period of 4,5 months, we recorded 2 789 unique views.

From now on, we will provide Matomo metrics to evaluate the popularity of the project web
contents, as we decided to discontinue the Google analytics metrics.

Figure 11: DECODER online statistics by Matomo
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The  interactions  on  the  private  wiki represent  37 %  of  all  the  web  requests.  The
collaboration infrastructure supports 39 active contributors registered. 658 private files have
been shared by the consortium until now. Moreover,  we currently have 128 ongoing Office
documents in co-edition, based on Nextcloud and LibreOffice Online.

Regarding the  public website, the homepage is the first page visited (18%), immediately
followed by discover & share pages,  then the interviews (7% of page views). The online
visitors are mainly located in Europe, but also in the USA and in Canada, as for the top 10
countries. 

Regarding social networks, the Twitter @DecoderProject account, moderated by OW2, sent
142 tweets. As of May 2020, it is followed by 82 professionals. This micro-blogger account
earns between 2 000 and 5 000 impressions per month, and up to 161 per day.

Figure 12: DECODER Twitter impression in January 2020 

The LinkedIn DECODER group now provides 12 discussions, while  Slideshare displays 5
DECODER  presentations  with  a  total  of  239  views.  The  following  table  summarizes  all
DECODER dissemination KPIs at M18:
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Table 6: DECODER dissemination KPIs

KPI # Current value
at M18

Target value at the end
of the project

KPI 1
Website

1 106 visits 
2 789 unique views

(Matomo stats started 1/1/2020)

3 000 unique users
30 000 page views

KPI 2
Social Media

81 followers on Twitter
142 tweets

12 LinkedIn discussions
239 views on SlideShare 

200+ followers

KPI 3
Industry events

15 3-4 events per year

KPI 4
Scientific papers

2 3-4 events per year and 15 confs or
journals with papers accepted

KPI 5
Project workshops

6 
training workshops

20-50 workshops
Depending on the project readiness

timeline

KPI 6
Press Releases

2 2 per year

KPI 7
Beta testers

Not started yet 20-50 questionnaires
depending on beta software readiness
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5. Outlook to M19-M36 

During  the  first  half  of  the  project,  DECODER  partners,  although  busy  designing  the
methodology and key software, raised awareness of the project and participated in a dozen
of  public  events,  with  the support  of  eight  collateral,  and multiple  online  communication
messages. We will continue and intensify these activities in the second half of the project.

The main dissemination objectives for the next 18 months are: 

1. To increase the awareness about  DECODER software assets among DevOps teams in
the industry and within each partner ecosystem,

2. To position DECODER as a software productivity tool,

3. To grow a community of users around DECODER,

Community  building  will  benefit  from  collaborations  with related  projects such  as
OpenReq, Fasten, and reusing key assets of Testar among other H2020 projects. 

5.1 Next Public Events, Conferences and Workshops

Due  to  the  COVID-19  pandemia  lockdown,  multiple  public  events  where  postponed  or
canceled in 2020. However, most of the project partners will continue to prepare and submit
papers and talks for the next - remote or face-to-face - scientific conferences, open source
and industry events. 

Scientific  publications  and  standardization  activities around  the  DECODER
methodology, languages, NLP and AI technologies will  increase in the second half  of the
project. For instance, UPV has been working on the preparation of a research paper related
to  WP5  (DECODER  methodology).  This  paper  was  submitted  to  the  29th  International
Conference on Information Systems Development (ISD 2020) now postponed to Sept. 8 –
10, 2021 in Valencia (Spain). Two more scientific papers are being prepared by UPV and by
CEA.

Scientific workshops will also be organized or co-organized by the consortium members.
Moreover, our blog/reading section will  provide more scientific paper digest and reference
articles.

Among the  next scientific and industry conferences planned for the second half of the
project, we can mention the ten following events:

• EclipseCon Europe 2020 (Online), 

• ER 2020, 

• OW2con’20 community day, 

• Profes 2020, 

• ICT 2020, 

• FOSDEM 2021, 
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• Devoxx 2021,

• OW2con’21, 

• SEAA 2021, 

• POSS 2021.

5.2 Next Dissemination Activities

A  DECODER  white  paper will  help  business  decision  makers  and  technical  readers
positioning the DECODER framework in  their  own tool chain and collaboration  workflow.
We’ll  invite professionals  involved in software quality,  security,  impact  and compliance to
read this white paper as it will clarify the key challenges solved by DECODER.

Another important milestone  for  DECODER will  be to implement, as soon as possible, its
own beta testing campaigns, through the ReachOut platform from the eponymous H2020
support action. Using ReachOut 5-stage methodology and its web platform, DECODER will
be able to focus on important assets such as a software package - including guides, demos,
and tutorials - allowing professional developers to try DECODER technologies in their own
environment. 

Collaboration between DECODER partners will  remain fundamental to define the software
components and features to be tested, then to build one or several beta-testing campaigns
with relevant testing scenario and specific questions  for  DevOps teams, in order to collect
useful feedback and suggestions.  Using the ReachOut monitoring dashboard, DECODER
will  be  able  to  track  24  checkpoints  about  the  management,  the  preparation  and  the
execution  of  each  beta-testing  campaign.  The  dashboard  will  be  used  to  monitor  the
progress of the campaign, and to communicate between the partners and with the reviewers.

More about DECODER beta-testing campaigns will be provided in D7.5. 

A series of  Webinars for the DECODER platform and use cases will  be proposed to the
community, target end-users and beta testers.

Furthermore, we will continue to disseminate DECODER scientific and technical outcomes
through social networks,  industry meetings, IT  press and high-impact  publications.  We
will also explore more developer specific channels such as Stack Overflow, Java,  C/C++,
Cloud and DevOps Q&A forums, in parallel with blogs, and newsletters.

5.3 Next Standardization Activities

Regarding standardization actions, DECODER objectives remain to use existing standards
as often  as  possible,  and  to  participate  in  their  evolution  through remote meetings  with
standard bodies.  The ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7 Software and systems engineering standard,
delivers standards in the area of software and systems engineering that meet market and
professional  requirements.  These  standards  covers  the  processes,  supporting  tools  and
supporting technologies for the engineering of software products and systems.

UPV will  join the following workgroups and  contacts,  to participate in  their meetings and
whenever relevant, to arrange new meetings with them and CEA:
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• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7/WG 4, Dr. D.H. Lee, Tools and environment

• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7/WG 20, Dr. Hironoro Washizaki, Software and systems bodies
of knowledge and professionalization

• ISO/IEC  JTC  1/SC  7/WG  21,  Mr.  Ron  Brill,  Information  Technology  Asset
Management

• ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7/WG 26, Dr. Stuart Reid, Software testing. 

CEA will continue to promote DECODER’s results to its academic and industrial partners.

Tree Technology presented the DECODER project internally during a face to face Corporate
annual meeting, with some 50 attendees - developers, testers and business managers. The
DECODER project  had a dedicated “Coffee&Learn Session”.  More sessions like this  are
planned to summarize the progress of the platform. Tree Technology  will also take part in
several conferences in 2021, with concrete results to showcase. 

The  consortium  is  fostering  such  dissemination  and  standardization  efforts  as  they  can
contribute  to  integrate  the DECODER  software and  methodologies  as  part  of standard
toolsets in academic and business IT ecosystems. 
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6. Conclusion

We  are  positioning  DECODER  as  an  open  source  framework  for  the  DevOps  teams,
leveraging technologies such as NLP, and AI.  DECODER’s main objective is to offer more
efficiency to the DevOps team, through code readability, reusability, compliance and security.
Thanks  to  its  methodology  and  comprehensive  toolset,  DECODER brings  a  deeper
understanding of software codes and their evolutions. The DECODER assets also include its
PKM, software, API and use cases. While being developed, they are promoted in multiple
ways to reach the largest possible business audience.

During the first half of  the project,  the DECODER partners shared their view on how the
DECODER platform and technologies can bring benefit to the DevOps teams. Dissemination
activities ramped up gradually,  based on  validated collateral  and communication material
presenting the DECODER architecture and the challenges that DECODER can solve.

With  the  availability  and  the  integration  of  software  assets,  more  scientific  papers  and
publications  in  journals  are  planned.  More  presentations  in  remote  and  face-to-face
meetings, collaboration with other EU projects, and standardization efforts are also planned.

 More dissemination activities related to DECODER languages and technologies, more talks
and  workshops  will  be  provided  during  scientific  events,  industry  conferences,  and  also
during open source meetings in the second half of the project.

Another  important  milestone  for  DECODER  will  be  to  implement  its  own  beta  testing
campaigns  by  mid  2021.  This  will  prove  that  the  project  can engage  with  external
stakeholders,  including  developers,  testers  and  maintainers,  collect  feedback  and
suggestions, join existing ecosystems or create new ones, while bringing value to the market.

During the second half  of  the project,  all  dissemination activities described in this report,
should allow the DECODER outcomes  to reach a status of  Software Project  Intelligence
Platform. 
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